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Fruitbox: What will
supermarkets look like
in future?
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SupermarketGuru Phil Lempert explains how grocery shopping is changing and
how other channels might react
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an expected increase in the popularity of scratch
cooking, and the great upheaval being seen in the
restaurant business as a result of Covid-19.
For Lempert, restaurant businesses struggling to
cope with the new post-Covid landscape may find
a way out of the crisis by doing something
supermarkets cannot.
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past 45,000 items. That’s not very efficient timewise and attention-wise,” he comments. “If you
have a local restaurant with those top 20 items
that people buy, it’s much easier to go in, maybe

The latest episode of Fruitbox, as well as all
previous episoides, can be found on any of the
following podcast services:
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get some prepared food, pick up your groceries
and head out.”
Hosted by Chris White in London, Fruitbox now

Apple
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attracts a big audience across the global fruit and
vegetable business that tunes in twice a week to
hear exclusive interviews and expert analysis.
Produced by Fruitnet Media International, the
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show is essential listening for everyone in the
fresh produce industry.
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To find out how you can tell your story on
Fruitbox, email chris@fruitnet.com.
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